
DR Crazy 
 

 
Oscar was getting to that age, you know what age I mean, horny as shit, hungry as shit, lazy and too smart for his 
own good, except he didn’t have the mouth to prove it. Oh, and he wasn’t too smart at all, he barely knew his 
times tables, but he thought he was the next Stephen King, dude was delusional, which made the American 
education system hell for him, the self diagnosed genius, and everyone else who had to put up with him. It was a 
source of endless pain and suffering for a boy like Oscar, a shameless sci-fi geek built like a walrus. Don Bosco 
Tech was for him (and many others) a conservatory of sadism and everything fucked up about the world. Around 
the sixth time he was tripped down the hall, or called a faggot out loud during assembly or maybe when his home 
ec teacher nicknamed him lard boy, which, you’d think would be because of Oscar’s potato sack frame or his 
penchant for foods fatty as a stick of butter (or sometimes just that), but it was actually due to the 
over-fucking-whelming amounts of his signature grease-sweat combo that coated his Dominican ‘fro and 
secreted from each and every pore on his body. It’s no surprise that for a developing jevo of his girth and stature 
he was always 20 degrees hotter than everyone else, no matter the weather. Anyway, around the sixth time he 
was tripped down the hall, or called a faggot yada yada yada etcetera etcetera, our brave post-apocalyptic 
wasteland explorer/super genius scientist/the Caribbean Conan the Barbarian had just about had enough of 
being constantly fucked with, that’s when he stopped going to school. From then on lard boy would stay in his 
room, growing in mass like a , he didn’t eat because he was hungry, he didn’t read to escape his reality, he didn’t 
jerk off black hole. The usual routine of eat, read, masturbate was cranked up to ten and went into overdrive 
because he was a horny bastard, he did it all because he was bored, bored and lonely. Once Oscar had finished 
Dune for the third time he decided to return to Don Bosco, he missed Al and Miggs, he missed the smell of Isla 
from his English class and he missed getting any semblance of attention. So after a whole three days of wallowing 
in his own filth and dodging his mami, when she came home between her two jobs, he made his triumphant return 
to school, Oscar had expected to receive a similar fanfare to Don Quixote riding through a medieval Spanish 
village. The truth is, no one even took notice that Oscar had vanished, least of all Isla from English class, just 
another day of condenación. 
 
Following the vanishing fiasco, the next few months leading up to the summer were relatively painless for our 
guy, don’t get me wrong he still received the same array of abuse that he always had. Oscar was numb, his mind 
was elsewhere, not in a book or up some girls skirt, all Oscar’s brain power had washed up on the shores of the 
sunny Dominican Republic. This guy was DR crazy, he took out books on dominican history, bought a Dominican 
flag that he proudly hung up in the landfill site he slept in, hell the little-big guy even started practicing his español 
much to the glee of his mother and her consort of tias. This was totally out of character for Oscar, not once in his 
brief life had he expressed any sort of passion towards his caribbean heritage, and the feeling was mutual. You 
may be asking yourself, what sudden development brought on this drastic change in character of our tragic 
protagonist? Well that sudden development was a little thing called the realisation that we’re all dying, realising 
we’re all dying and proceeding to have countless existential crises some time in your teenage years is the only 
thing as certain in life as death itself, and this phenomenon has always been particularly poignant for immigrant 
children, especially when their grandparents are creeping closer and closer to their expiration date. Start with a 
generous amount of fear of your own mortality, mix in some feelings of helplessness, questioning years of 
superstitious-religious upbringing, the pain of never tasting your abuelos’ cooking again and anxiety of losing 
touch with your heritage and you've got one hell of a rum punch. Our boy Oscar wasn’t about to go down without 
a fight, and thus Oscar the super-Dominican was born. 
 
Imbued with the power of not being able to dance for shit and the complexion more akin to a man of west africa, 
Oscar the super-Dominican was not the hero that Afro-Latino community of Patterson, New Jersey needed or 
deserved, or really wanted at all, but they were stuck with him now, or at least until this phase passed. 
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